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 SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION 

MEETING MINUTES 
September 8, 2022 at 10:00 a.m. 

751 East 100 North 
Carbon County Chambers 

Price, Utah 84501 
    (801) 712-7622 

 
Board Members Present:  Casey Hopes (Carbon County), Lynn Sitterud (Emrey County), Greg 
Miles (Duchesne County), Garth “Tooter” Ogden (Sevier County), Wille Grayeyes (San Juan 
County), Brad Horrocks (Uintah County) and Jack Lytle (Daggett County) in attendance 
electronically.  
Also, in attendance: Keith Heaton, Kristi Sharp, Brian Barton, Michael Hawley, Doug 
Rasmussen, Eric Johnson and Lenise Peterman. 
Attended telephonically: Melissa Schnee, Kelly Carter, Andrew Browning, Will Lane, Mark 
Michel, Pam Juliano, Brett Reynolds, Deeda Seed, Dusty Monks, Lacey Moore, Lionel 
Trepainier, Maddy Oritt, Stan Holmes, John Chadwick and Troy (no last name provided). 
Others Present: Kyle Robe, Nikki Montgomery, Melanie Sasser, Joel Brown, Clay Crozier, and 
Ron Winterton. (Please notify staff at 801-712-7622 of any spelling corrections or if you were 
present and not listed.) 
   
Public Meeting Participation Information: 
 
Please click the link below to join the webinar: 
https://jonesanddemille.zoom.us/j/86748043561 
  
Or Join by Telephone: 
1-253-215-8782 or 
1-346-248-7799 or 
1-669-900-6833 
  
Webinar ID: 867 4804 3561 
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1. Welcome and Pledge of Allegiance (Casey Hopes) 
 
Chairman Hopes welcomed everyone to the meeting at 10:05 AM. He then led the Pledge of 
Allegiance. Chairman Hopes recognized Senator Winterton who was present at the meeting as 
well as representatives from Senator Lee’s and Senator Romney’s office.   
  
2. Public Comment (Casey Hopes) 
 
Public comment was accepted verbally, during the meeting, telephonically by Zoom, and by 
electronic written submission at lpeterman@7county.utah.gov . Electronic written comments will 
be forwarded to the Board Members.  All comments are summarized in the meeting minutes.  A 
complete copy of any written comments submitted may be requested at the email address 
provided herein. 

Time was then turned over to any participants in the room wishing to make public comment by 
Chairman Hopes. There being none, Chairman Hopes transitioned to those wishing to participate 
electronically.  
 
Melissa Schnee proceeded to give instructions on how to participate in the meeting verbally and 
by Zoom. She indicated no one wished to speak electronically. 
 
Chairman Hopes then moved forward with the next agenda item. 
 
3. Approval of Meeting Minutes for August 11, 2022.  (Casey Hopes) 

Motion to approve August 11, 2022 meeting minutes as presented with noted corrections by 
Commissioner Miles, seconded by Commissioner Horrocks. 

Chairman Hopes called for a vote to approve the minutes. The motion passed unanimously.  

4. Report on Unita Basin Energy Summit. (Greg Miles & Brad Horrocks) 

Commissioner Horrocks indicated it was a great energy summit with a huge amount of good 
information including electric grids and how the United States currently is positioned in regard to 
that utility. He continued that the summit also touched on coal, as well as oil fields, and really 
covered a great deal of energy related topics. In the five years of attending the summit, 
Commissioner Horrocks indicated this one was the best to date as far as speakers and in the 
number of participants. Commissioner Miles mentioned the keynote speaker Robert Bryce and 
one of the key points made was about our infrastructure and specifically our electric grid. 
Commissioner Miles pointed out we are in a critical situation this year with prices soaring in 
places like California and what they are paying per megawatt hour. If the heat wave had come in 
August or July, we most likely would have experienced rolling brown outs across the western 
United States. We are in very dangerous territory, but as decision makers we need to push for the 
maintenance of the base load power and capacity so we can keep the lights on. And this clearly 
brings to the forefront clean burning Utah coal. Commissioner Miles did present on the rail 
project and Executive Director Heaton indicated there was widespread support for the rail 
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project. Commissioner Miles closed indicating it was a great energy summit. Chairman Hopes 
thanked the parties for hosting the event and for the great update. He then moved on to the next 
agenda item.  

5. Dagget County Opportunity.  (Jack Lytle) 

Chairman Hopes then asked Commissioner Lytle to take the lead on this topic. Because of an 
unstable connection, Chairman Hopes moved to the next topic and would return to this agenda 
item as Commissioner Lytle repaired his technical issues. After the conclusion of agenda item 
six, Chairman Hopes circled back to this agenda item. Chairman Hopes turned the time over to 
Commissioner Lytle. Commissioner Lytle apologized for the technical difficulties and is happy 
to have them resolved. He indicated they have received tremendous interest from a group to 
develop a ski resort in Daggett County on the north slope of the Unitas. Commissioner Lytle 
indicated Executive Director Heaton and others who participated in the most recent AOG 
meeting heard a presentation regarding this project. He stated this would be a tremendous boom 
for the tourism and recreation industries for year-round activity which would support local 
businesses. After the work with the railroad, he believes there is an opportunity for discussion to 
see if Seven County could be a fit from an infrastructure standpoint as well as from the economic 
development aspect; operating within the rules obviously. This is an effort to get it on the table 
for discussion if not today than at a later date with more detail as a public private partnership 
idea. There is more work in the nuts and bolts of the project but Commissioner Lytle wanted to 
bring it forward. The main proponent of the project is John Chadwick of Cache Valley who is 
tied to the Cherry Peak ski area in Cache County. Commissioner Lytle indicated John Chadwick 
was included in the attendees list and could be available for questions. He then turned it over to 
Executive Director Heaton who indicated we did have some expertise in public-private 
partnerships and as a member county we want to make sure we are serving all of our counties 
with whatever opportunities they have within our capacity to do so. As Executive Director 
Heaton understood it, this project is very much in a preliminary stage and what involvement 
Seven County may have is yet to be determined. Commissioner Lytle then inquired if Jones & 
DeMille could provide access to John Chadwick to speak. Commissioner Miles said he could fill 
in a little bit on this as this project was presented at a meeting in Vernal. One of the questions 
asked was how much would this project cost with numbers of $15 to $20 million being the 
response. The group appears to want support on the EIS process as it is on national service forest 
land with Commissioner Lytle agreeing. Commissioner Lytle indicated John Chadwick could 
now speak and turned it over to him. John Chadwick indicated he was happy to answer any 
questions the Coalition may have regarding the project or he could share information about the 
project. Chairman Hopes asked for highlights of the proposed project and then circle back to 
questions. John Chadwick has been going through the historical records regarding snowpack and 
visiting the area throughout the past several months. Because there is low snow pack, this project 
will require snowmaking as a critical component for success, but on the upside, they believe 
there is ample water in the area which could be used to that end. The temperatures for a ski resort 
are just perfect and they are going to propose a few different areas for consideration of 
approximately 2,000 acres with input from the Forest Service. They are going through some 
feasibility studies conducted by the county and are updating and checking and cross checking. A 
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gentleman by the name of Steven Shepard was helpful in the development of the ski resort in 
Cache County and John Chadwick will be calling on him for assistance on this one as well. The 
Cherry Peak resort has been in business for seven years and is located on private land. John 
Chadwick expressed his view of what a great opportunity exists to explore a ski resort with 
unbelievable slopes in the Unitas and with the water they believe is there resulting in a long 
season from Thanksgiving to April. John Chadwick indicated they have really good partners on 
the project including Olympic medalist Picabo Street. Current activities include updating the 
feasibility study and providing it back to Daggett and Unita Counties. Next steps include 
submitting an application with the master plan to the Forest Service along with collecting bids 
for NEPA and EIS studies. John Chadwick is aware this will take years to bring to fruition – 
expecting three to five years and then another two years to an open date. He has secured private 
investors for funding and are checking boxes to move it through the process. There is ample 
population to support such a resort with year-round lodging which would increase the current 
lodging in Unita and Daggett counties and provide a high number of jobs. During the winter 
months employee count would be roughly one hundred to one hundred and fifty people. In 
closing, John Chadwick explained they are excited to be involved and want to ensure the area 
stays as gorgeous as it is now and upgrade it a bit with nice, clean wholesome entertainment. In 
the summer months they anticipate bringing concerts to the area as well, similar to what they 
have done at Cherry Peak. Chairman Hopes thanked John Chadwick for the information and 
indicated it sounded like an amazing opportunity as well as trying to figure out how the Seven 
County Coalition fits to be part of the project. He then called for any other questions. 
Commissioner Miles indicated it was a worthy opportunity and Daggett County may have 
concerns with how they deal with more people than they already have. This may alleviate some 
of the stress on existing infrastructure and if grant funding may available for a project of this 
nature. Executive Director Heaton indicated grants were probably available but they would be 
smaller in nature. Commissioner Lytle stated the point of bringing this to the Coalition was to 
explore how to participate. He then asked Eric Johnson how this may work. Eric Johnson 
indicated he was also counsel to Brian Head, the ski resort just above Cedar City, and they have 
had some creative public private partnerships and as we find out more, he can present some of 
those options. Commissioner Lytle thanked Eric Johnson, and in closing stated he was excited to 
have those conversations to see if there is a fit and what that may look like. John Chadwick 
chimed in that he does know how to do this and it isn’t just a pipe dream and they will get it 
done. They are very serious about the opportunity. Commissioner Lytle then thanked John for his 
participation in today’s meeting. Chairman Hopes also thanked everyone and moved on to 
agenda item number seven.  

6.  Western States and Tribal Nations Natural Gas Presentation via Zoom. (Andrew 
Browning) 

Chairman Hopes then turned time over to Andrew Browning who was presenting via Zoom to 
the Coalition. Mr. Browning asked if the Coalition could hear and see him which was 
confirmed. He provided an update on Western States and Tribal Nations (WSTN) and was also a  
presenter at the energy summit as well. He asked Executive Director Heaton if he should share  
that presentation with the Coalition and Executive Heaton indicated sharing a truncated version  
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of it would be acceptable. Mr. Browning proceeded to move forward with the presentation  
focused more on the high points. He shared the Seven County Coalition has been a part of 
Western States since inception and he values and appreciates the support received. This  
organization was formed at the Unita Basin Energy Summit of 2017 to advocate for basins  
which have stranded natural gas. The membership of the organization is growing and as the 
name underscores, they do have tribal membership including the Ute Tribe who was one of the  
founders of the organization. WSTN now includes the southern Ute Indian Tribe, the  
state of Utah, state of New Mexico and many others who share the vision of the organization.  
Andrew Browning went on to reference a letter from roughly two years ago advocating for the  
Sempra Project in Mexico which numerous parties had signed in support of moving forward for  
gas export. WSTN has strong representation with the state of Utah represented by Jeff Hartley on 
the board. Membership is currently over thirty companies with MOU signers. Andrew Browning  
is hopeful there will be more Unita Basin members with several inquiring about membership  
after the summit. His next focus was on global gas markets with west coast gas exports. The past  
six months have been very tumultuous and the Asian and Japanese gas markets are feeling quite  
vulnerable to price and supply chain shut downs. The Sempra project is the best route for west  
coast shipping with Mexico starting to increase in exports. The Costa Azul project is currently in  
phase one of moving dirt for construction and will be the first in Mexico exports to Asia. Andrew  
Browning went on to present the three challenges facing natural gas exporting which are  
resource base, decarbonization efforts and infrastructure bonding. He then went on to present  
information regarding the trip out to Costa Azul with Executive Director Heaton and shared the  
energy of the site with over 2,000 employees working as “humming.” There will be a follow up  
meeting in December with Colorado Mesa University and both international and state side  
stakeholders, banks and others. There should be opportunities for field visits into the basins in  
the near future as well. Andrew Browning indicated he would halt at this point and entertain  
questions from the Coalition. Commissioner Ogden asked what was the Coalition’s position on  
this effort? Are we signing on as an MOU or what exactly? Executive Director Heaton  
responded to the question indicating we had already signed on and we are supportive of the  
project. The focus is getting gas to the markets demanding them and no action of the Coalition is  
required at this point. This was an effort to keep everyone up to date on what is happening in the  
gas industry. Chairman Hopes indicated because we have some bottlenecks with infrastructure  
and projects like this could alleviate those. Commissioner Grayeyes then voiced a question  
regarding the MOU and if membership is free and could parties pull out of them on a volunteer  
basis? Coalition Attorney Eric Johnson indicated it has been several years since the signing of  
the MOU and he would have to review it to respond to those questions and asked if Andrew  
Browning could respond to the question. Andrew Browning responded yes, the Coalition  
was a supporter of the organization and not a signer of the MOU. The MOU signers are just the  
states and tribal governments. The Governor’s Office of Energy and the Ute Indian Tribe are the  
signers for the state of Utah. Commissioner Miles did not have a question but rather a comment  
that at least five of the seven counties have an interest in moving natural gas and this work  
is very important. Chairman Hopes echoed his agreement with Commissioner Miles and the  
importance of finding a consumer, upgrading the infrastructure and getting the gas to markets.  
Commissioner Miles believes it is the responsible thing to do with clean burning natural gas and  
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getting them to other markets which only helps air quality worldwide. Commissioner Grayeyes  
had one more question regarding the scope of work in terms of energy needs of the nation. Is  
there an option to relieve the high price of gasoline here rather than export it? Chairman Hopes  
responded saying this effort was focused on natural gas and for a place like the Unita Basin this  
is a value add as they are unable to drill more wells because there is no place for the natural gas  
to go. If we want to get more oil out, we have to find a place for the natural gas. Chairman Hopes 
then called for any other questions or comments. There being none moved back to agenda item  
five as Commissioner Lytle resolved his technical issues.  
 
7. Financial Advisor Update on Bonding.  (Cody Deeter) 

Chairman Hopes indicated we have been asked to table this update until further notice as there  
are some questions which need to be answered before having this discussion. Cody Deeter is  
here today and can respond to any individual questions board members may have. Chairman  
Hopes then moved on to agenda item number eight.  
 
8. Report on Unita Basin Railway Project. (Brad Horrocks & Greg Miles) 

Commissioner Horrocks indicated no significant movement had happened but there is still 
excitement surrounding this project and it has significant support. Commissioner Miles echoes 
the tremendous support received and thanked private partner Rio Grande Rail and land owners. 
Commissioner Miles indicated Kyle Robe with Rio Grande Rail was present and asked if he 
would like to give an update. Kyle Robe indicated the last several months have been focused on 
the permitting side of things. A number of plant surveys have been completed as well which is a 
really important step because without them Rio Grande could not move on to the construction 
phase. They had to perform consecutive years of those surveys and this has been accomplished. 
Work is ongoing for the memos for those to forward to the appropriate agencies. They have also 
been meeting with land owners and if anyone hears from their constitutes that they would like to 
meet to please pass that information along. They continue with that coordination and hope to 
have meaningful conversations with land owners as the project progresses. They are happy for 
their partners including the Coalition, the Ute Tribe and their financial partner on the meeting 
electronically. They expect to start moving on to engineering to get into the final design phase of 
the project. This concluded his update to the Coalition. Commissioner Ogden inquired if land 
owners were pretty supportive of the project. Kyle Robe responded they were heading down a 
pretty good path understanding this was an impact to their land. Rio Grande hears their concerns 
and wants to work with them and limit the impact on their property. Commissioner Miles stated 
he appreciated their conversations with land owners who will not be left whole but leaving them 
as whole as possible is clearly the desire of the Coalition. Chairman Hopes called for any other 
questions. Commissioner Miles indicated Dusty Monks with the Office of Energy was on 
electronically and Commissioner Greg Todd was recently appointed as Energy Advisor and 
Director of the Office of Energy Development and extended his congratulations. Chairman 
Hopes agreed Greg Todd was a perfect for this new position and he will strongly advocate for 
all. Commissioner Horrocks stated Commissioner Todd was a “go getter” and this was very good 
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for all of us. Commissioner Miles indicated his first day in the new role would be September 17. 
Chairman Hopes then moved on to the next agenda item.  

  
9. Report on San Rafael Research Center.  (Lynn Sitterud) 

Chairman Hopes then turned the time over to Commissioner Sitterud for the San Rafael Research  
Center update. Commissioner Sitterud stated things were still moving forward even though they  
did not receive any Build Back funding for the project. While that was disappointing, they are  
continuing to work with optimism. Commissioner Hopes asked if there were any questions.  
Commissioner Horrocks asked how the commissioners could help with the project by preparing  
for legislation this Fall? Commissioner Sitterud indicated paperwork had been prepared for the 
upcoming budget. Chairman Hopes then asked if there were any additional questions. As a point  
of note Chairman Hopes stated he was onsite the other day and everything is coming together  
and looks very good. Alpha Tech is going to start utilizing the facility within a month and this is  
going to be a huge asset not just for Emery County but the entire region. Moving on, Chairman 
Hopes called for the next agenda item.  
 
10. Report on Satellite Transportation Hub. (Garth “Tooter” Ogden) 

Chairman Hopes asked Commissioner Ogden to take the lead on the Satellite Transportation Hub 
report. He reported there have been several changes in the Board of the Inland Port Authority. 
Ben Hart has moved into the Executive Director role with Jack Hedge moving into retirement. 
This concluded his report. Chairman Hopes asked for questions, there being none moved forward 
on the agenda, turning the time over to Executive Director Keith Heaton 

11.  Discussion regarding maintenance of Seep Ridge Road.  (Keith Heaton) 

Executive Director Heaton tackled the topic directly, indicating for clarification, there are two 
things which required differentiation. There is the existing Seep Ridge Road which lies wholly in  
Uintah County and then there is the eastern corridor which was discussed in the past and the 
Board elected not to pursue. We are now talking about the existing road in Uintah County. The  
Seven Couty Coalition received legislative funding in the 2019 – 2020 session of approximately 
$3.2 million dollars to study the eastern Utah corridor connector. Of that funding, there is still  
$2.59 million dollars of it available to the Coalition. In 2021, former Executive Director McKee  
in working with Senator Winterton and others, issued House Bill 3-24 which allowed for the use  
of that original appropriation to be used for improvements or maintenance for any highway  
including Seep Ridge Road. The road is in need of maintenance and the cost estimate for  
maintenance comes to about $6.65 million. We would need approximately $4.59 million dollars 
if you take away the $2.59 million, we already secured to move this project forward. This is no  
small sum but we are talking about approximately 55 miles of road to smooth out and chip seal.  
Mike Hawley inserted the correct number was $4 million 50 thousand dollars. Executive  
Director Heaton went on to say because the Coalition was the recipient of the funding it makes  
sense this group would apply to get the balance of that funding. There are options and in  
discussions with Commissioner Horrocks and the Uintah Special Service Transportation District,  
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the general consensus was for the Coalition to pursue the additional funding. The obvious source  
for this type of money is the Community Impact Board (CIB) with the next trimester set for   
October 1, 2022 with applications due on that date. So, if we are to pursue an application this 
year now is the time to do so. The application has been prepared by Jones & DeMille with  
Executive Director Keith Heaton’s assistance and is good to go if this Board makes the decision  
to move it forward. The first step is a discussion with the Coalition to decide if this is a project  
we want to pursue. If we do decide to pursue it, we would want to have a public hearing on the  
project to submit the CIB application which appears on today’s agenda so if the Board elects to  
move forward we can take care of it and meet the October 1 deadline. Following the public  
hearing, the next action would be to pass a resolution to move forward as that is our practice.  
Executive Director Heaton asked for Board feedback at this point, turning it back to Chairman  
Hopes. Chairman Hopes then opened up the meeting for discussion and questions. He proceeded  
with his question which was what is the likelihood of this being completely grant funded? He  
asked if it was a better strategy for Uintah County to go directly for the funding? Commissioner  
Horrocks indicated the intent was to be of no cost to the Coalition and thoughts were where  
funds were already allocated to Seven County it made for a more attractive option. Chairman  
Hopes agreed with Commissioner Horrocks in that there was no perception he was asking the  
Coalition to take this on as a financial burden at all. Chairman Hopes asked if there were any  
other questions. Commissioner Ogden indicated he had several comments. He stated he was a  
little confused as the Special Services District had previously asked for funding which CIB  
denied. To provide some background, the CIB received several applications which were all loan  
requests totaling $14 million dollars. The CIB does not have that type of funding and the grant  
funding is barely getting by. He is concerned this application would not be considered as they are  
playing catch up and projects are going to be a pick and choose scenario for the foreseeable  
future. Commissioner Horrocks indicated he truly understood and Seep Ridge was built as a  
heavy-duty road and was probably over built with failures in the design. He does not know what  
the answer is at this point but it does take in the biggest part of their oil and gas in the county and  
the mineral lease money is looking a bit better than it has in the recent past but he cannot speak  
for the Special Services District and what they may want to do with it. Commissioner Lytle  
offered a comment as well as a question. His question was are we doing the right thing for the  
right reason at the right time. Specifically, to Commissioner Horrocks – how do you see the  
timing part of it? The right thing is easy as the road needs attention and right reason is there but  
the timing appears to be the challenge. Commissioner Horrocks responded the road is clearly in  
need of maintenance and the timing may not be good but we do have legislative money there  
which is why we are discussing this today. Commissioner Lytle indicated he was supportive of it  
and there is some urgency to get this done. He did concur with the difficulties of the revenue 
side with CIB but at the same time the impact to that road is certainly within the purview of CIB. 
Commissioner Horrocks went on to state there is natural gas there which services the west and 
there is a need for a road. Commissioner Lytle stated with B Road monies and mineral lease  
where it has been, there may be options and if we can creatively figure out a solution it can be  
done. Commissioner Ogden asked Commissioner Horrocks if he has reached out to his  
legislators for infrastructure money wondering if they could help out with this effort as well.  
Commissioner Ogden indicated he had contacted his legislators as well to see if they could  
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provide funding on roads in his county as well with Build Back dollars. Commissioner Miles  
then asked to make a comment. Commissioner Miles stated he was supportive of funding for  
Uintah County and a safe highway was important to the area to be able to continue to produce 
natural resources from that area. Last month Uintah County provided $5,836,000 dollars for the  
state coffers. They clearly generate a large sum of money for the state and that area is where  
money comes from. Commissioner Miles did wonder if this was a better fit under the Special  
Services District to meet the needs of the project instead of Seven Counties. Commissioner  
Horrocks had no issue with that approach if the money fits better there and asked how the funds  
would be transferred over to the Special Services District if the decision was made to go that  
way. Executive Director Heaton asked Eric Johnson to take the lead on responding to the 
question. Eric Johnson indicated the money came through UDOT to the Coalition and an  
additional agreement would be required between the Coalition and the Special Services District  
to pass through the funding which should not be a problem for such an agreement. Executive  
Heaton suggested another thing to consider is timing is important and it is clear this needs to be  
sooner rather than later as the problems just get worse. He expressed he was not opposed to  
exploring other partnerships and options as well as how to reduce the cost of the project. We can  
continue to pursue it off line and unofficially to look for further partnerships and opportunities  
but with CIB you only have so many chances a year to pursue funding. Commissioner Horrocks 
indicated Uintah County could also add the project to its’ one-year list as they have not done so  
in the past. Commissioner Miles inquired if Seven Counties could apply as co-applicants?  
Executive Director Heaton indicated CIB frowns on that and they would be looking for  
partnerships and financial commitments. We clearly need to explore other funding options as we 
are still hitting the one funder of CIB as different entities. There is the legislature and UDOT as  
possibilities as well. Commissioner Ogden asked about the Build Back Better funding which  
Commissioner Horrocks responded that no funds had been requested for this project from that 
funding pool. Chairman Hopes asked for any additional questions or conversations. He indicated  
he was also supportive of this effort with the only question are we the best applicant as Seven 
Counties. He just is not sure if we have the political capital to get it done. Commissioner  
Horrocks indicated the biggest advantage for moving the project forward probably belongs to 
Uintah County and we’ll make it work. Commissioner Miles had an additional question for Jones  
& DeMille inquiring if they had done any analysis on the road. Mike Hawley indicated the entire  
corridor has been looked at and they have identified the areas which require correction along the  
55-mile route. Commissioner Horrocks asked if the analysis work completed to date could be  
used by the Special Services District. Mike Hawley indicated the work is done at a conceptual  
level. Commissioner Miles asked if the road could get by for another year. Mike Hawley 
indicated there is some cracking which is not critical but obviously to keep a good road good you  
have to maintain it. It is not in terrible shape at this point but needs that top layer to protect it.  
Commissioner Horrocks asked if we were past the time to get anything done this year with Mike  
Hawley responding yes that the time had passed for any chip and seal work this year. Executive 
Director Heaton stated the ideal timing was to go out to bid in the winter to get good pricing. By  
delaying the CIB application until February, the timing for good pricing would be moot. The  
Board could approve less with a restriction to add partners to the project as an option as well.  
Chairman Hopes asked for any further discussion. He then requested a decision on the next  
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agenda item to open a public hearing.  
 
12. Open public hearing regarding a CIB application to match legislative funding for 

improvement to Seep Ridge Road. (Casey Hopes) 

Chairman Hopes asked if there was a motion to open the public hearing. Commissioner Horrocks 
responded he did not feel it was appropriate at this time to move forward. Commissioner Lytle  
discussed tabling the public hearing until other options had been explored. Chairman Hopes  
asked for timing in regards to bring it back as it would clearly miss the October deadline. To  
clarify, Chairman Hopes stated we would table the public hearing for a CIB application until  
other options are explored.  
 
Motion to table was made by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner Miles. The  
motion passed unanimously. Commissioner Miles asked this be returned to the agenda in  
January. Commissioner Horrocks asked when the next meeting of CIB was scheduled for after  
the October meeting. Commissioner Ogden responded it would occur in February.  
Commissioner Horrocks asked to move it to November so it stays at the forefront. Chairman  
Hopes then called the next agenda item to be skipped due to the tabling of the public hearing. 
 
13.  Discussion and possible approval of Resolution 2022-09A for a CIB application to 

match legislative funding for improvements to Seep Ridge Road. (Keith Heaton)  

This agenda item was skipped due to the lack of a public hearing per Chairman Hopes.  

14.  Executive Directors Report. (Keith Heaton) 

Chairman Hopes turned the meeting over to Executive Director Heaton for his report. Executive  
Director Heaton thanked the Chairman and welcomed everyone to the meeting. He reported we  
were successful with the Drinking Water efforts for getting the San Juan water planning  
approved. He indicated this was very significant for those on the reservation in San Juan County.  
Next was the Energy Summit previously spoken to by Commissioners Horrocks and Miles and 
he indicated it was extremely positive. We continue to move forward working on the Record of  
Decision for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We were unable to move forward using ICF as we  
previously intended but we are moving forward with HDR so as soon as we have everything in a  
row we will update the Coalition. He asked everyone to pencil in a retreat around the November  
10 Coalition meeting to have some strategic planning conversations. Commissioner Lytle stated  
they would be glad to host it out of Daggett County. Next week Executive Director Heaton will  
be attending the Rooselvelt Business Alliance meeting to discuss the rail project, as well as 
the Unitah AOG meeting which will provide an opportunity to discuss the Seep Ridge Road  
project. The following week Executive Diretor Heaton will be meeting with Price and Carbon  
County regarding Ridge Road. Also that week is a UAC meeting in Garfield County and the  
UAMMI conference in Price. So, many good things coming up in the next few weeks and  
Executive Director Heaton looks forward to returning to report on those to the Board. With that  
he concluded his report and asked for questions. There being none, Chairman Hopes elected to  
move forward on the agenda. 
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15. Engineers Report. (Jones & DeMille) 

Chairman Hopes then called on Brian Barton to provide the engineering report. Brian Barton  
Reviewed their involvement in the rail project as been one of a program management  
perspective, answering questions and ensuring the budget is staying on track. We’ll discuss the  
website in a moment but our objective is to make it powerful as well as good and all those things  
you want your website to be so that public has the information they need at their fingertips. They  
are coordinating with Executive Director Heaton on file management and document tracking.  
Brain Barton also referenced the water planning project and beginning work on that.  
Commissioner Ogden asked how that was working. Brian Barton responded asking if Executive  
Director Heaton would like to lead out on this question. Executive Director Heaton indicated  
there were old plans in place on how to deliver water to San Juan County. Those old plans  
require updating as these people live in our state and deserve access to water. Commissioner  
Ogden asked if there were plans to update the water distribution points. Executive Director  
Heaton indicated this phase was focused on planning the best delivery methods. What water is  
needed where and so on. Brian Barton added the population on the reservation is so disbursed it  
is more about the strategy and geography of getting water to the people as efficiently as possible.  
He added the federal government has allocated $214 million dollars for this effort in addition to  
water rights. The plans from 2010 - 2011 are old news and we need to make sure money can be  
spent efficiently. Chairman Hopes called for any other questions or discussion. There being none  
moved to the next agenda item. 
 

16.  Website update and demonstration. (Jones & DeMille) 

Brian Barton then covered the website update with Melissa Schnee showcasing the site.  
Commissioner Lytle asked to make a comment about the website and the work Jones & DeMille  
is performing. Chairman Hopes yielded the floor for the comment. Commissioner Lytle  
expressed what a tremendous resource the website is and we all need to pay attention to the tools  
that are within it and encourage Jones & DeMille to keep up the good work. Brian Barton then  
handed off to Melissa Schnee to show the website to the Board. Melissa indicated we would  
probably want the first page to rotate showcasing each of the seven counties. She then presented  
the new head image and had many discussions with Executive Director Heaton as they  
were trying to balance what the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition is about and what we  
stand for as well as highlighting each member county. She did indicate there is still  
work to be done to the website with the objective of getting something up quickly as they work  
away at it. So, as you visit the new website, if you see something that needs to be altered please  
call her or email as they are happy to incorporate any changes requested. Melissa Schnee then  
showed the new home page to the Board and indicated you could jump to a specific county by 
clicking a small button below. She requested to add a message from the Executive Director and  
Executive Director Heaton was more than willing to supply one. We will enter more news and  
updates as they become available. We also added some interactivity with tiles moving across the  
website. We are working on the Public Meeting portion of the website as it is the portion of the  
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website the public is generally looking for and wanted to make it easier to work with. In the  
previous website we would present too many archives on a single page and now it just presents  
with the information pertinent to that particular meeting. At the very bottom of the page are links  
which were carried over from the previous website. The overall objective was to clean up the 
website to make it much more user friendly. The previous website did not have a blog like tool  
which has been incorporated in the new one which will allow for more efficient communication  
and increasing transparency. The Projects tab is not yet complete but enough is included to  
provide an idea as to the direction we are moving in. Finally we will end with the Board and  
Staff tab. We have included approved images and it was a fun lift to update the website. She then 
opened it for questions. Commissioner Miles indicated new photos were probably in order for  
everyone. Chairman Hopes then asked for questions, complimenting the work done by Jones &  
DeMille on the updated website. Having no further questions or comments, Chairman Hopes  
moved to the next agenda item. 
 
17.  Presentation, approval and adoption of monthly expenses. (Smuin, Rich & Marsing) 

Time was turned over to Doug Rasmussen who thanked the Board for having them. He indicated 
there were two new faces in the audience from Smuin Rich - Niki Montgomery and Melanie 
Sasser to ensure they understand what is going on and can back up Kristi Sharp. We do have a 
request for payment today amounting to $55,513.25. There is one item for approval at the top of 
the sheet for $2,320.00 which reflect funds which were received but not spent. That amount is 
not included in the approval request for today. He then asked for questions. Chairman Hopes 
then called for a motion to approve.  

 

Motion to approve expenses for August was made by Commissioner Miles, seconded by 
Commissioner Ogden. Chairman Hopes called for the vote. The motion passed unanimously. 
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Doug Rasmussen then reviewed the financial report which was complete to August 31, 2022 
which shows the balance sheet, assets, liabilities of the Coalition and the second page showing 
profit and loss statement for January through August. The bank fees are charges which are not 
able to be passed through the grant process. He then asked for any questions regarding the 
financial report. There being no questions Chairman Hopes called for a motion.  

Motion to approve the financial report for August was made by Commissioner Miles 
seconded by Commissioner Horrocks. Chairman Hopes called for the vote. The motion passed 
unanimously. The next agenda item was then called by Chairman Hopes.  

18.  Discussion and possible approval of budget changes for the San Rafael Research 
Center. (Smuin, Rich & Marsing) 

 
Kristi Sharp took the lead on this topic, explaining she had provided this information so the Board  
would have it. This is just pass-through money from the federal government where BYU received  
the grant. We are getting ready to open the secondary budget session and noted nothing is changing  
in the way of total amounts. Because the Coalition is the sub-recipient of the funding, the Coalition  
needs to agree to the pass-through to the Research Center. She then asked for questions. 
Commissioner Ogden asked for clarification on the funding and where is the pass-through coming  
from? Kristi Sharp responded the funding is federal dollars from the Department of Energy and  
was a grant BYU was awarded. She emphasized this was just opening the next budget period. Her  
understanding is there are three or four budget periods and we will be doing this again in the future. 
Chairman Hopes called for questions and seeing none would entertain a motion.  
 
Motion to approve the budget changes for the San Rafael Research Center was made by 
Commissioner Ogden seconded by Commissioner Horrocks. Chairman Hopes called for the 
vote. The motion passed unanimously.  Chairman Hopes moved to the next agenda item.  

 
19.  Motion to enter closed (executive) session pursuant to Section 52-4-205 related to 

real estate acquisition, potential litigation, personnel, professional competency and 
trade secrets. (Casey Hopes) 

Commissioner Grayeyes moved to go into closed session seconded by Commissioner Ogden. 

Chairman Hopes called for a Roll Call Vote to move to closed session with votes listed below: 

Carbon County – Aye 

San Juan Couny – Aye 

Emery County – Aye 

Sevier County – Aye 

Daggett County – Aye 

Uintah County – Aye 
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Duchesne County - Aye 

Motion to leave closed (executive) session and return to open meeting. 

Commissioner Grayeyes motioned to exit executive session with a second by Commissioner 
Miles.  

Chairman Hopes called for a Roll Call Vote to move to open session with votes listed below: 

Carbon County – Aye 

San Juan Couny – Aye 

Emery County – Aye 

Sevier County – Aye 

Daggett County – Aye 

Uintah County – Aye 

Duchesne County – Aye 

16.  Motion to Adjourn (Casey Hopes) 

A motion to adjourn was made by Commissioner Horrocks. 
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A motion to approve the September 8, 2022 meeting minutes was made by Commissioner 
_________________________, seconded by Commissioner ___________________________. 
 

 SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION VOTING: 

    Carbon  Board Member Yea __   No ___ 
    Daggett Board Member Yes ___ No ___ 
    Duchesne Board Member Yea ___ No ___ 
    Emery  Board Member Yea ___ No ___ 
    San Juan Board Member Yea ___ No ___ 
    Sevier  Board Member Yea ___ No ___ 
    Uintah  Board Member Yea ___ No ___ 
 
          
 
 
__________________________________________ 
Co-Chair:  Greg Miles 
 
 
____________________________________________  
Co-Chair: Casey Hopes 
         
 
 
            (COALITION SEAL) 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
____________________________________________ 
Lenise Peterman 

   

 

 


